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Edit 2014-12-22: "Edit" button does not show up (see answer). A: You would need to post
the link in chat. There is no such thing as a delete button. The delete button requires that
you have at least 3k reputation, and only moderators can do that. You can simply flag it
and we will delete it for you. Q: How to remove a title or text from an image? How do I
remove the title or words from the top and bottom of an image? I am using the jQuery

Marquee Plugin: There is an option in the code called: title: '|' That works fine to keep a
title on a marquee but how do I remove the title at the top and bottom and just keep the
marquee? A: When you're playing around with this plugin, you'll notice that under "3.

Customizing", the author has created a function to remove the title property - check it out
here. However, what you'd really like to do is add a title after you've already created the

marquee - so you'd need to remove that title, then add a new title. Here's some pseudocode
to give you an idea: var marquee = $('marquee'); // remove title

marquee.removeAttr('title'); // insert new title marquee.html('Some text'); // maybe allow
for more than 1 title? marquee.html('Some text'); marquee.html('More text'); etc... See this

StackOverflow answer for some more information. Q: Why is my JSON server losing
data? I'm making a small JSON server which exposes an endpoint for clients to subscribe
to changes. For simplicity's sake, I have a single topic (with only data being published to
it). It runs quite simply: The code (located at the root of the server): const JsonServer =

require('json-server'); const Routing = require('json-server-router'); let jsonServer = new
JsonServer(); jsonServer.use(Routing.caseInsensitive(), JSONServer.router());

jsonServer.use(function(
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The aim of the TIA-942-B is to regulate the use of unjacketed cables containing
conductors identified with the TIA-942 designation for the following applications:
Communication Within a Telecom Network. Tia 942 Tier Pdf Download August 4, 2011
What is Tier 1? September 14, 2012 What is Tier 2? March 24, 2014 What is Tier 3?
What is a Tier 3? October 13, 2014 What is Tier 2? July 7, 2014 What is Tier 3? February
20, 2016 What is Tier 2? February 27, 2016 What is Tier 3? TIA-942: Data Centers. The
TIA created the TIA-942 certification program to evaluate the Telecommunications
Infrastructure Standard for Data Centers (TIS-802.3ah), which was published by the
Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) in 2009. May 24, 2015 What is Tier 1?
September 9, 2017 What is Tier 3? TIA 942 - Data center cables and related products by
category. Cables, Data Center and co. A huge choice of cables, connectors and integrated
solutions for Data Centers. TIA 942 is Tier 1 (can be used for both applications). TIA 942
is Tier 2 (can be used for both applications). TIA-942-B-2011. Jun 14, 2018. What is Tier
1? July 14, 2019 What is Tier 2? What is the main criteria for using a tier rating? A Tier
rating identifies the maximum amount of time that the cable can be expected to retain its
performance, and the cables that are specified as Tier 1, 2 or 3 meet all or most of the
criteria for TIA-942 for both the TIA-942-B and TIA-942. What is the main benefit of a
TIA-942 certification? A TIA-942 certification certifies that a product has met the criteria
for at least the TIA-942-B Tier rating. It does not, however, certify that the product is
compatible with existing UTP cabling equipment that has been installed in data centers.
What happens if a cable does not meet the TIA-942-B criteria for the TIA-942 rating? A
TIA-942-B certification attests to a cable's ability to meet the TIA-942-B criteria, and
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